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Abstract
In this work we propose and apply a numerical method based on ﬁnite volume relaxation approximation for computing the
bed-load sediment transport in shallow water ﬂows, in one and two space dimensions. The water ﬂow is modeled by the well-known
nonlinear shallow water equations which are coupled with a bed updating equation. Using a relaxation approximation, the nonlinear
set of equations (and for two different formulations) is transformed to a semilinear diagonalizable problem with linear characteristic
variables. A second order MUSCL-TVD method is used for the advection stage while an implicit–explicit Runge–Kutta scheme
solves the relaxation stage. The main advantages of this approach are that neither Riemann problem solvers nor nonlinear iterations
are required during the solution process. For the two different formulations, the applicability and effectiveness of the presented
scheme is veriﬁed by comparing numerical results obtained for several benchmark test problems.
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1. Introduction
In the present work we are concerned with the construction and application of a numerical approximation to a bed-
load sediment transport system of equations. The equations comprise the nonlinear shallow water equations, governing
the water ﬂow, with the addition of a bed transport equation, forming a system of conservation laws. For the model
transport equation we use the one proposed in [7,15,16,18] so that the presented numerical method can be compared
within a common framework. The numerical solution of the resulting system of equations is nontrivial and two basic
approaches have been adopted as a common practice, namely, the coupled and decoupled approach [8,15,18]. In the
decoupled approach the hydrodynamic and morphodynamic equations are discretized separately assuming that the
water motion is steady with respect to changes in the bed level. This approach has been widely used in the industry
but has the drawback that the unsteady hydrodynamical effects are ignored and its numerical approximation, usually
with the Lax–Wendroff approach, suffers from the generation of nonphysical oscillations [18]. Here we follow the
coupled approach where the water ﬂow and bed movement are calculated and discretized simultaneously. Two coupled
approaches are presented and compared in this work following [16].
The starting point of our numerical investigation is the class of nonoscillatory relaxation schemes, ﬁrst introduced
in [19], which are based on a relaxation approximation to the nonlinear conservation law, that has a linear convection
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term and does not need a Riemann solver nor characteristic decomposition and thus enjoy great simplicity. The idea
is to use a local relaxation approximation, by constructing a linear hyperbolic system with a stiff lower order term
that approximates the original nonlinear system with a small dissipative correction. As pointed out in [22], relaxation
is a ﬂux approximation that linearizes the Riemann problem. This simplicity can be of great signiﬁcance when one
has to solve large scale engineering problems or has to calculate complicated Jacobian matrices that follow the use of
complex ﬂuxes (such as a sediment transport ﬂux). The amount of computational and theoretical results for relaxation
schemes found in the literature has grown since they were ﬁrst introduced, see for example [1,2,6,9–11,13,21,24–26]
and references therein.
It is important to investigate the behavior of the sediment transport in the discrete level when applying a ﬁnite volume
scheme, such as the relaxation one, and also to demonstrate which is the appropriate form of the equations that should
be used.At the moment we are not aware of any other schemes applied to the speciﬁc problem in coupled form, with the
exception of [16,17] where a properly modiﬁed version of Roe’s scheme was proposed and [7] where a well-balanced
WENO scheme was presented, both of these approaches produced very accurate results. Hence, the objective of this
work has been to demonstrate, from the numerical point of view, some of the potential and some of the limitations of
the relaxation scheme when applied to bed-load sediment transport, since it has not been tested before.
2. Model equations for bed-load sediment transport
The science of sediment transport deals with the relationship between ﬂowing water and sediment particles. In this
work we assume that the sediment is composed of particles with a uniform shape and size (for example sand particles),
so that the effect of grain sorting is negligible. The sediment model consists of two main parts: a hydraulic component,
describing the motion of water; and a morphologic component which describes the sediment’s movement.
The motion of the water is modeled through the well-known depth-averaged shallow water equations, which model
shallow ﬂuid ﬂow, applying to rivers, lakes, channels, coastal sea ﬂows, etc. These equations are deduced by averaging
the Navier–Stokes equations under the hypothesis of hydrostatic pressure and small vertical variations of the velocity.
The unknowns are the height of the water column h, and the velocity u. We express these equations as a hyperbolic
system of conservation laws (of mass and momentum) with a source term. By denoting as B the bed topography
function, g the gravitational acceleration, x the space coordinate and t the time variable then, for the 1D case, this
system is given by
ht + [uh]x = 0, (1)
[uh]t +
[
hu2 + 12gh2
]
x
= −ghBx . (2)
We want to consider a model equation for the sediment transport by allowing the bed proﬁle B to be modiﬁed
with time, that is B = B(x, t). There are many different models which describe the motion of sediment and due to
its complex nature only a few theoretical models exist which use idealized and simpliﬁed assumptions. Most of the
sediment models, which are used in practice, are empirical or semi-empirical and usually only work in a particular
context and for this reason there is not yet a universally accepted theory of sediment transport [30]. However, we can
in general describe the total sediment transport through two processes. The sediment can move in a layer close to the
bottom topography which is known as bed load and is characterized by a rolling and sliding movement, or the ﬂow
can cause the sediment to separate completely from the bottom in which case it is referred to as suspended load and in
this case the sediment is transported as a concentration of the water column and will later be deposited in the bottom.
In this work we shall not consider total transport. We assume that the time scales we are interested in are much larger
than the time scales required for the suspended sediments to deposit in the bottom. Soulsby in [27] states that one can
make this simpliﬁcation when dealing with large distances and times. There is an interesting area of application of this
problem, for example in the design of waterways or in the study of the capacity of a dam.
We follow here the works in [7,15,16] where the evolution of the bed transport is based on the original models derived
by Grass [14] and later Van Rijn [29] where the bed-updating equation is given by
Bt + qx = 0, (3)
where = 1/(1−),  being the porosity of the bed, and it depends on the type of the sediment, with 0< 1, and by
q we denote the total transport discharge in the x direction. Discharge q is a complex function of various hydrodynamic
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quantities such as currents, waves and water depth as well as quantities associated with sediment properties. No uniform
valid formulation for q exists at this time and is in the deﬁnition of this term where different formulations of the model
appear. Some experimental results and theory suggests that q is closely related to some power of the near bed ﬂuid
velocity [14,29]. Nevertheless, all of them, from a mathematical point of view, have the same nature. For this reason
and following the works in [7,15,16], the expression of q, for the bed load transport, is given by
q(u) = Au|u|m−1, with 1m4. (4)
Here, the nonnegative constant parameterA depends on the type of sediment and is usually determined by experimental
data. If A = 0 then we have a solid bed (no sediment transport) and we recover the standard shallow water equations.
When A is near zero there is a small interaction between the ﬂuid and the bed, while if A is near one the interaction is
larger. We note here that this approach is also applicable to cases where q = q(u, h) too.
As B(x, t) is an unknown of the problem equations (1), (2) and (3) can be written in coupled vector form as⎡⎣ hhu
B
⎤⎦
t
+
⎡⎣ huhu2 + 12gh2
q
⎤⎦
x
=
⎡⎣ 0−ghBx
0
⎤⎦ (5)
or in the more compact form of a system of balance laws, i.e.,
ut + F(u)x = R(u), (6)
where u = [h, hu, B]T, F(u) is the ﬂux function and R is the inhomogeneous source term.
In [15] and [16], several reformulations of system (5) were considered. By using the product rule (hB)x=hBx+hxB,
we can re-write the source term obtaining,⎡⎣ hhu
B
⎤⎦
t
+
⎡⎣ huhu2 + 12gh2 + ghB
q
⎤⎦
x
=
⎡⎣ 0gBhx
0
⎤⎦ (7)
and from now on we will refer to this formulation as the C-Formulation. As proved in [15] this new system is conser-
vatively equivalent to the original system (5), which we will refer to as the A-Formulation. Obviously C-Formulation
can also be written in the compact form (6).
It is important to notice here that, as pointed out in [7], when considering the sediment transport equation (3) the
inhomogeneous right hand side terms in (5) and (7) are not standard source terms but nonconservative products, since
they include a derivative of one of the variables. This fact can cause difﬁculties in the numerical approximations. So,
in principle, the inhomogeneous term can be seen as a source term and/or a nonconservative term. In [15,16] and in all
formulations presented here these terms are considered and discretized as a source term.
In some of the most popular numerical schemes (for example those that employ exact or approximate Riemann
solvers), the ﬁrst step, when constructing numerical approximations for systems of conservation laws, is to locally
linearize the system, and for that we need the Jacobian matrices of the ﬂux functions along with their eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors. For some systems these calculations can be proved tedious and computationally expensive.
For the A-Formulation above the Jacobian matrix is
JA =
⎡⎣ 0 1 0c2 − u2 2u 0
−ud d 0
⎤⎦ ,
where c = √gh and d = (/h)Am|u|m−1, with eigenvalues
A1 = u − c, A2 = 0 and A3 = u + c.
The obvious singularity of the matrix JA may also cause difﬁculties in numerical approximations.
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For the C-Formulation above the Jacobian matrix is
JC =
⎡⎣ 0 1 0g(h + B) − u2 2u gh
−ud d 0
⎤⎦ ,
where d = (/h)Am|u|m−1. The matrix JC is nonsingular with real and different eigenvalues which can be evaluated
from the characteristic polynomial
P(, w) = 3 − 2u2 + [u2 − g(h + B + hd)] + ghud = 0 (8)
and are always real and unequal if h(x, t)+B(x, t)> 0. For the detailed calculations refer to Hudson and Sweby [16].
As usual the eigenvalues of the Jacobian represent the speed at which information propagates, there will be three speeds
for the C-Formulation: two hydrodynamic wave speeds, very close to the usual shallow water speeds u±√gh (but not
exactly the same because the evolving bed will exchange energy with the ﬂow), and one corresponding to the speed at
which bed perturbations will propagate.
3. The relaxation model and numerical scheme
In this section we brieﬂy present the class of relaxation models and schemes introduced in [19] for homogeneous
conservation laws and later extended in [9,11,24] to the nonlinear shallow water equations with the geometrical source
term present.
3.1. The relaxation model for 1D systems of conservation laws
Consider an extended (with a general source term present) nonlinear system of conservation laws in one space
dimension, with initial data,
ut + f(u)x = s(u),
u(x, 0) = u0(x), (9)
where the functions u and f(u) ∈ Rn. Introducing the artiﬁcial variable v (relaxation variable), the corresponding
relaxation system is then given by
ut + vx = s(u),
vt + C2ux = −1

(v − f(u)), (10)
with initial data
u(x, 0) = u0(x),
v(x, 0) = v0(x) = f(u0(x)),
where the small parameter  is the relaxation rate (0< >1) and
C2 = diag{c21, c22, . . . , c2n}
is a positive diagonal matrix to be chosen. The linear hyperbolic part of (10) has now two characteristic variables
v ± Cu.
For small , applying the Chapman–Enskog expansion in the relaxation system (10), see for example [4,5,19], we
can derive the following approximation for u:
ut + f(u)x = s(u) + [f ′(u)s(u)]x + [(C2 − f ′(u)2)ux]x , (11)
where f ′(u) is the Jacobian matrix of the ﬂux f . Eq. (11) governs the ﬁrst-order behavior of the relaxation system (10).
Here we must require that the well-known sub-characteristic condition [19] holds,
C2 − f ′(u)20 ∀u, (12)
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in order to ensure the dissipative nature of (11). It is clear that for u varying in a bounded domain, Eq. (12) can always
be satisﬁed by choosing sufﬁciently large values for the diagonal elements in C2. However, because of the stability
constraints on a numerical scheme, it is desirable to obtain the smallest values forC2 meeting the criterion (12). The size
of C2 has also a decisive inﬂuence regarding the numerical dissipation associated with the numerical schemes derived
from (10). For both computational and theoretical purposes it is sometimes necessary to choose C2 to have distinct
diagonal elements so as to avoid the degeneracy in the relaxation system. The construction of C2 must then be based
on rough estimates of the characteristic speeds of the original problem. Hence, for the 1D case we can set, for example,
every eigenvalue i of f ′(u) to satisfy ||cmax, where cmax = maxici . By doing so we insure that the characteristic
speeds of the hyperbolic part of (10) are at least as large as the characteristic speeds of the original problem.
The rigorous theory of relaxation approximation for solutions with shocks is well developed when the limit equation
is scalar. In [4,5,22] it was shown that solutions of the relaxation model converge strongly to the unique entropy
solution of the original conservation laws. The relaxation model provides a subtle dissipative mechanism against the
destabilizing effect of nonlinear response, as well as a damping mechanism on oscillations.
3.2. Relaxation models for the sediment transport equations
We can see now that the general nonlinear hyperbolic system (6) can be converted to a relaxation system in a
straightforward manner. We should note here that the characteristic variables are still much simpler than those of
the nonlinear conservation law, since the relaxation system has linear characteristic variables, and that no explicit
information about the eigensystem of the Jacobian of the nonlinear ﬂux is required.
Following from the previous paragraph, we present here the relaxation model for the A-Formulation (5) of the
equations, in a similar way we can construct the relaxation model for the C-Formulation:
ht + vx = 0,
Qt + wx = −ghBx ,
Bt + rx = 0,
vt + c21hx = −
1

(v − Q),
wt + c22Qx = −
1

(
w −
(
Q2
h
+ 1
2
gh2
))
,
rt + c23Bx = −
1

(r − q), (13)
where Q = hu is the water unit discharge.
By setting
u =
⎡⎣ hQ
B
⎤⎦ , v =
⎡⎣ vw
r
⎤⎦ , (14)
system (13) can be written as
[
u
v
]
t
+
[ 0 I
C2 0
][u
v
]
x
=
⎡⎣ R(u)
−1

(v − F(u))
⎤⎦
. (15)
Here u, v ∈ R3 and C2 ∈ R3×3 is again the positive diagonal matrix.
By eliminating v from (15) we can obtain the following regularization of the original system:
ut + F(u)x = R(u) + R(u)t − (ut t − C2uxx) (16)
that introduces a higher order wave type regularization of the original conservation law and the additional term R(u)t .
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We also present the alternative approach of Delis and Katsaounis [9], in terms of the source treatment, where the
relaxation system is now given as
ht + vx = 0,
Qt + wx = 0,
Bt + rx = 0,
vt + c21hx = −
1

(v − Q),
wt + c22Qx = −
1

(
w −
(
Q2
h
+ 1
2
gh2
))
+ 1

∫ x
ghB ′(y) dy,
rt + c23Bx = −
1

(r − q), (17)
or in vector form[
u
v
]
t
+
[ 0 I
C2 0
] [
u
v
]
x
=
[ 0
−1

(v − F(u)) − 1

R˜(u)
]
, (18)
where
R˜(u) =
[ 0
− ∫ x ghB ′(y) dy
]
, (19)
with R˜(u) being an antiderivative of R(u). In this case system (18) provides exactly a wave-type regularization of the
original system, indeed we have
ut + F(u)x = R(u) − (ut t − C2uxx). (20)
The above treatment of the source term has been applied successfully in [9,11] for the shallow water equations
(without sediment transport) yielding efﬁcient schemes with nice steady-state behavior, as for example to, the now
classical, lake at rest benchmark problem. The error terms in the steady regime are of O(), and since computations
are performed with very small , this approach yields to an accurate model in this regime (satisfying to the O() the
C-property of [3]). Indeed, the stationary solutions of shallow water equations with sediment transport verify for the
A-Formulation (and similar for the C-Formulation):
Qx = 0, (21)[
Q2
h
+ 1
2
gh2
]
x
= −ghBx , (22)
[q(Q, h)]x = 0. (23)
From Eq. (21) we deduce that the water discharge Q must be constant. So, by Eq. (23) we have that
AQmmh−m−1hx = 0, (24)
and considering the case of no plane bed i.e., Bx = 0 then, hx = 0 (due to Eq. (22)). Then, the only possibility in
which Eq. (24) is satisﬁed is in the case of
Q = 0 or A = 0,
which leads to a classical steady-state solution of the shallow water equations. For the above reasons we will later
present numerical results based only on that treatment for the source term.
The original conservation law has now been replaced by a linear system with a source term that drives, almost
formally, to local equilibrium v → F(u) (for system (15)) and v → F(u)− R˜(u) (for system (18)) in the limit  → 0+.
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3.3. Numerical discretization
Considering the relaxation system (18) this can be further re-written as
Wt + MWx = H, (25)
where
W =
[
u
v
]
, M =
[ 0 I
C2 0
]
and H = −1

[ 0
(v − F(u)) + R˜(u)
]
. (26)
Since system (25) is hyperbolic, matrix M can be diagonalized as
M = SS−1 or = S−1MS,
where S is the matrix of the right eigenvectors of M and  is the diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements being
the eigenvalues of M. By introducing characteristic variables, the relaxation system can be decoupled. By deﬁning the
characteristic variables as
G = S−1M
the following decoupled diagonal system is obtained:
Gt + Gx = S−1H. (27)
After some simple algebraic manipulations, system (27) can be written as[Cu + v
Cu − v
]
t
+ 
[Cu + v
Cu − v
]
x
= 1

[−(v − F(u)) − R˜(u)
(v − F(u)) + R˜(u)
]
, (28)
with = diag{c1, c2, c3,−c1,−c2,−c3}.
The left-hand side of the above decoupled hyperbolic equations is linear with constant wave speeds neatly split
into positive and negative parts. So, the solution of (27) has the property that it propagates at ﬁnite speeds along
linear characteristic curves. Systems (27) and (18) are equivalent such that a discretization of each one of them leads
essentially to the discretization of the other. From (28) and by setting g1,2 =Cu ± v, the following expressions can be
obtained for u and v:
u = C−1(g1 + g2) and v = (g2 − g1).
Using the above expressions, the original variables of the relaxation system, u and v, can be recovered. As presented
in the previous sections, the main advantage of numerical solving the relaxation system over the original conservation
law lies in this special structure of the linear characteristic ﬁelds. Constructing an upwind scheme for the above system
is much simpler compared to the task of developing an upwind scheme for the original nonlinear conservation law and
the numerical treatment of the boundary conditions is similar to that of any ﬁnite volume upwind-type scheme.
To discretize the system let xi = ix, xi±1/2 = (i ± 12 )x, where, for simplicity, we assume that x is a uniform
spatial step. The approximate cell average of the variable u in the cell Ii =[xi−1/2, xi+1/2] at time t is denoted by ui (t),
i.e.,
ui (t) = 1
x
∫
Ii
u(x, t) dx,
and the approximate value of u at (xi+1/2, t) by ui+1/2(t). The spatial discretization of (18) in conservation form can
then be given by

t
ui + 1
x
(vi+1/2 − vi−1/2) = 0,

t
vi + C
2
x
(ui+1/2 − ui−1/2) = −1

(vi − F(ui )) − 1

R˜(u). (29)
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In order to complete the spatial discretization, it is necessary to evaluate point values ui±1/2 and vi±1/2. Here we
use the well known MUSCL-TVD interpolant approach where the approximate solution is reconstructed by piecewise
linear polynomial and applying this reconstruction to the kth components of the characteristic variables v ± Cu gives
a nonoscillatory second order in space discretization as
( + cku)i+1/2 = ( + cku)i + 12xs+i ,
( − cku)i+1/2 = ( − cku)i+1 − 12xs−i+1, (30)
where s are the slopes in the ith computational cell given as
s±i =
1
x
(i+1 ± ckui+1 − i ∓ ckui)(±i ), (31)
with
±i =
i ± ckui − i−1 ∓ ckui−1
i+1 ± ckui+1 − i ∓ ckui , (32)
and  a slope limiter function, satisfying
0()minmod(2, 2). (33)
Some of the most popular limiters to choose from are, [20,28], the MinMod (MM) limiter
() = max(0,min(1, )),
the VanLeer (VL) limiter
() = || + 
1 + || ,
the Superbee (SB) limiter
() = max(0,min(2, 1),min(, 2)),
and the Monotonized Central (MC) limiter
() = max(0,min((1 + )/2, 2, 2)).
Simple calculations following from (30) show that the point values are
ui+1/2 = 12 (ui + ui+1) −
1
2ck
(i+1 − i ) + x4ck (s
+
i + s−i+1),
i+1/2 = 12 (i + i+1) −
ck
2
(ui+1 − ui) + x4 (s
+
i − s−i+1). (34)
Then the second-order semi-discrete scheme is given by

t
ui + 12x (i+1 − i−1) −
ck
2x
(ui+1 − 2ui + ui−1) − 14 (s
−
i+1 − s−i + s+i−1 − s+i ) = 0,

t
i + c
2
k
2x
(ui+1 − ui−1) − ck2x (i+1 − 2i + i−1) +
ck
4
(s−i+1 − s−i − s+i−1 + s+i )
= −1

(i − Fk(ui)) − 1

R˜k(ui), (35)
where, R˜k , Fk are the kth components of R˜, F, respectively. Note here that, if = 0, the spatial discretization reduces
to a ﬁrst-order upwind scheme. Higher order discretizations can be reconstructed following a similar manner, see for
example [2,6,21,24].
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The time discretization of system (35) is based on the well-established IMEX Runge–Kutta splitting, see [23] and
references therein. The special structure of (35) makes it trivial to evolve the ﬂux terms explicitly and the source terms
implicitly. Denoting by tn = tn+1 − tn the time step and by un the approximate solution at time tn = tn−1 + tn,
the implementation of second-order IMEX to integrate (18) can be carried out as follows, temporarily dropping the
subscript indices: given {un, vn}, {un+1, vn+1} are computed via
un,1 = un, (36a)
vn,1 = vn + t
n

(vn,1 − F(un,1)) + t
n

R˜(un,1); (36b)
u(1) = un,1 − tnD+vn,1, (36c)
v(1) = vn,1 − tnC2D+un,1; (36d)
un,2 = u(1), (36e)
vn,2 = v(1) − t
n

(vn,2 − F(un,2)) − 2t
n

(vn,1 − F(un,1)) − t
n

R˜(un,2) − 2t
n

R˜(un,1); (36f)
u(2) = un,2 − tnD+vn,2, (36g)
v(2) = vn,2 − tnC2D+un,2; (36h)
un+1 = 12 (un + u(2)), (36i)
vn+1 = 12 (vn + v(2)), (36j)
where we have deﬁned the difference operator
D+wi = 1
x
(wi+1/2 − wi−1/2).
This type of time discretization in the limit, when  → 0+, converges to the TVD Runge–Kutta type scheme. It is
worthwhile to note here that using the above schemes neither linear algebraic equation nor nonlinear source terms can
arise.
In addition, the stability condition for this second-order relaxation scheme is the standard convective CFL condition,
arising from the explicit discretization of the convective terms and is clearly independent of  due to the implicit source
term, given by
max
(
tn
x
,
(
max
k
ck
)
tn
x
)
1 for all n.
Remark 1. The relaxation rate  inﬂuences both the regularization effect of the scheme and its accuracy in smooth
regions of the ﬂow. It can be viewed as viscosity coefﬁcient such that more numerical diffusion is added for larger
values of . Only in the case that t = O() the scheme goes unstable (due to Eq. (36b) being inconsistent to the
relaxation system (18)). However, here we present a numerical scheme that underresolves (18) in the regime t?,
thus (36) will never break down in our case.
Remark 2. For a given initial data u0(x), we choose the initial conditions for the 1D relaxation system presented
above as
u(x, 0) = u0(x),
v(x, 0) = v0(x) ≡ F(u0(x)) − R˜(u0(x)).
In the small relaxation limit ( → 0+), the relaxation system presented in (18) satisﬁes initially the above local
equilibrium; hence, in order to avoid the introduction of an initial layer through the relaxation system the above initial
value for v is chosen.
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For the boundary conditions, given the physical boundary conditions, up, that should be imposed for each problem,
we then set (componentwise) vp =F(up)− R˜(u) as to avoid the introduction of artiﬁcial boundary layers. For instance,
if Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed to the original nonlinear system, in a computational domain [a, b], as
u(t, a) = ua(t) and u(t, b) = ub(t), t > 0,
then, the boundary conditions for the relaxation variable v are given by
v(t, a) = F(ua(t)), v(t, b) = F(ub(t)) − R˜(u), t > 0.
If instead, u satisﬁes the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition
u
x
∣∣∣∣
x=a
= 0 and u
x
∣∣∣∣
x=b
= 0, t > 0
then, since
v
x
= F′(u)u
x
− R(u)
boundary conditions for the relaxation system (18) are derived as
v
x
∣∣∣∣
x=a
= −R(u(t, a)) and v
x
∣∣∣∣
x=b
= −R(u(t, b)), t > 0.
In general, any choice that leads at the limit to the associated boundary and initial equilibrium can be used.
Remark 3. The choices of the relaxation characteristic speeds ck, k = 1, 2, 3, in all the numerical tests, are adjusted
according to the solutions behavior by considering a local selection at each time step. This selection is based on the
maximum of each eigenvalue over each control volume, i.e.,
ck = max
i
|k| + 	,
where k is the kth eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix F(u)/u of the original equations calculated in all gridpoints xi
and satisﬁes the sub-characteristic condition, while 	 is a safety parameter, set here to 10−3, to avoid that k vanishes
i.e., k = 0. Other choices can be made as long as numerical stability is maintained. For more discussions on the
selection of characteristic speeds in relaxation methods we refer for example to [1,2,25]. It should be noted here that
larger values for the ck usually add more numerical viscosity, so for accuracy reasons it is desirable to have the ck as
small as possible.
Remark 4. The term R˜(u) in the numerical scheme can be calculated using simple quadrature rules (for example the
composite trapezium or Simpson rule). In the numerical results that follow the trapezium rule was applied. For example
for the A-Formulation in each interval the integral was evaluated as follows:
−
∫ xi+1
xi
ghB ′(y) dy ≈ −g
4
[hi(Bi+1 − Bi−1) + hi+1(Bi+2 − Bi)], (37)
where central differencing is used to approximate the derivative Bx , with a similar expression for the C-Formulation.
This process is of linear complexity. Numerical results using Simpson’s rule were almost identical with those obtained
with the trapezium rule but computationally more expensive.
4. Numerical tests and results in 1D
For all the numerical tests that will be presented next, we have reproduced the Hudson and Sweby [16] version of
the second-order ﬂux-limited Roe scheme for solving the bed-load sediment transport system in the C-Formulation,
as presented in the Appendix. It was concluded in [16] that this was the most accurate and robust formulation for the
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Fig. 1. The real initial conditions for Problem 1.
test problems considered and as such we compare the results produced by the proposed relaxation scheme with those
obtained using the Hudson and Sweby scheme.
For all the problems that we will present here we consider the channel length to be 1000m, treating the boundary
points using free ﬂow boundary conditions, introducing appropriate number of ghost cells (see [20]), where needed.
Using variations of physical parameters such as A,  and Q we can obtain different problems. In all problems the
sediment transport ﬂux is supposed to be q(u) = Au3.
Following [15,16], in order to obtain realistic physical initial conditions, in all the problemsweﬁrst suppose “dummy”
initial conditions with constant riverbed (B = B(x)) given by
h∗(x, 0) = 10 − B(x, 0) and u∗(x, 0) = Qc
h∗(x, 0)
,
where Qc is a constant water discharge. To ensure that the initial conditions of the water and riverbed are consistent,
we have iterated the water ﬂow with the “dummy” conditions applying the ﬂux-limited version of Roe’s scheme and
keeping the bed constant until a steady state was achieved. This was done as to use the same real initial condition as
those in [16] in order to compare the results obtained from the two schemes. In all calculations we have usedx=10m,
a CFL value of 0.8, relaxation rate = 10−6 and results are presented using the MC limiter with the relaxation scheme
unless otherwise stated.
4.1. Test Problem 1
For this problem the bottom topography is given by
B(x, 0) =
⎧⎨⎩ sin2
(

(x − 300)
200
)
if 300x500,
0 else.
Qc = 10 and the porosity constant  = 0.4. The real initial conditions obtained can be seen in Fig. 1.
4.1.1. Numerical results for a small bed interacting slowly with the ﬂow
In this test case the small pulse in the riverbed is interacting slowly with the waterﬂow, where the water is moving
slowly. To simulate this we use the values A= 10−3 and Qc = 10. With this value for Qc the resulting velocity is small
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Fig. 2. Problem 1: numerical solutions at t = 238, 079 s for h + B and u (A = 10−3 and Qc = 10).
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Fig. 3. Problem 1: numerical solutions at t = 238, 079 s for B (A = 10−3 and Qc = 10).
resulting in a small Froude number (Fr = |u|/√gh ≈ 0.1). Results are presented for the modiﬁed Roe scheme in C-
Formulation, and for the relaxation scheme for bothA and C formulations in terms of all the unknown quantities in Figs.
2 and 3 and at time t=238, 079 s (about 3 days). The relaxation scheme in C-Formulation produced practically identical
numerical results with those obtained with the Roe scheme for all unknowns. The riverbed elevation satisfactorily keeps
its amplitude (just before collapsing due to reaching of a shock condition) during space–time evolution, showing that
the effects of the numerical diffusion are small. For the A-Formulation oscillations were produced in the calculation
of the water surface level along with a deviation from the correct level. Nevertheless, due to the small magnitude of
the introduced error, the movement of the bed is correctly captured and the scheme remained stable with a few kinks
appearing in the solution.
We run this problem, with the same values and computational parameters, until t = 150 h, in order to determine the
stability of the numerical scheme for longer computational times. The results are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, where we
can see that a shock has been formed. Again the Roe scheme and the relaxation scheme in C-Formulation produced
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Fig. 4. Problem 1: numerical solutions at t = 150 h for h + B and u (A = 10−3 and Qc = 10).
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Fig. 5. Problem 1: numerical solutions at t = 150 h for B (A = 10−3 and Qc = 10).
almost identical smooth solutions while the relaxation scheme for the A-Formulation produced oscillations in the
surface level but remained stable.
4.1.2. Numerical results for a small bed interacting quickly with the ﬂow
To represent the case where the moving bed is interacting quickly with the water ﬂow we use the valueA=1. Results
are presented at a ﬁnal time t = 238 s in Figs. 6 and 7. Again the results for the relaxation scheme in C-Formulation
and the Roe scheme are almost identical, producing smooth solutions. The downstream propagation of the wave is well
reproduced both in terms of amplitude and propagation celerity. The high interaction between the bed and the ﬂow
leads to a faster evolution when compared to the previous case, as suggested by the different time scales. The relaxation
scheme in A-Formulation produced oscillations in the vicinity of the pulse but has calculated the correct water level
this time and captured correctly the behavior of the velocity and the movement of the riverbed.
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Fig. 6. Problem 1: numerical solutions at t = 238 s for h + B and u (A = 1 and Qc = 10).
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Fig. 7. Problem 1: numerical solutions at t = 238 s for B (A = 1 and Qc = 10).
We use this test problem for a numerical study of the convergence rate of the relaxation scheme and the Roe scheme.
Since an analytical solution is not known, we ﬁrst computed a reference solution for each scheme on a very ﬁne grid
with N =10, 240 grid points and then we computed the L1 error in the river bed on much coarser grids. The time-steps
(NT) produced by each scheme along with the computed errors and convergence rates at time t = 238 s are presented
in Table 1. From the presented results we can conclude that both schemes almost achieve the expected formal order of
accuracy, with the Roe scheme approaching faster its obtained reference solution but it produced more time steps. On
the other hand, as it was expected (due to the increased number of equations in the relaxation system) the relaxation
scheme needs more computational time per step. We would like to mention that reasonable work has been done to
optimize the implementation of the schemes.
4.1.3. Numerical results for a small bed interacting slowly with the ﬂow for large velocity
In this test case we use Qc = 50 and so the Froude number is now approximately 0.5. The value of A= 10−3 and so
the river bed is interacting slowly with the water ﬂow that has relatively large velocity. Results are illustrated in Figs. 8
and 9 at t = 1904 s. For this case the relaxation scheme in both formulations produced practically identical numerical
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Table 1
The L1 errors and convergence rates for B in Problem 1 (A = 1 and Qc = 10)
N Numerical scheme
Relaxation Roe
cpu(s) NT L1-error Rate cpu(s) NT L1-error Rate
40 0.10 130 4.730e − 02 – 0.09 158 2.135e − 02 –
80 0.23 260 1.670e − 02 1.50 0.21 317 8.023e − 03 1.41
160 0.69 520 5.314e − 03 1.65 0.62 634 2.710e − 03 1.56
320 2.21 1040 1.569e − 03 1.76 1.76 1267 8.341e − 04 1.70
640 8.78 2079 4.371e − 04 1.84 7.04 2535 2.371e − 04 1.81
1280 37.20 4157 1.151e − 04 1.92 31.15 5069 6.150e − 05 1.94
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Fig. 8. Problem 1: numerical solutions at t = 1904 s for h + B and u (A = 10−3 and Qc = 50).
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Fig. 9. Problem 1: numerical solutions at t = 1904 s for B (A = 10−3 and Qc = 50).
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Fig. 10. Initial conditions for h + B and u for Problem 2.
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Fig. 11. Initial riverbed for Problem 2.
results with the Roe scheme for all the computed variables with no spurious oscillations present and only a very small
deviation appearing in the calculation of the water level. The movement of the river bed is the same for all schemes
and formulations and compares very well with the result presented in [16].
4.2. Test Problem 2
This test was presented in [7] as to present the case of a sediment bore that interacts quickly with the water ﬂow over
a step. To obtain this situation Qc = 10, A = 1 and  = 0.2. The initial riverbed is given by
B(x, 0) = 1
1 + exp((x − 400)/5
) .
The real initial conditions obtained are given in Figs. 10 and 11 and numerical results are presented in Figs. 12 and 13.
The bores propagate downstream, increasing their steepness during their evolution in space and time. For this problem
again the Roe scheme and the relaxation in C-Formulation produced similar smooth results behaving very well near
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Fig. 12. Problem 2: numerical solutions at t = 700 s for h + B and u (A = 1 and Qc = 10).
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Fig. 13. Problem 2: numerical solutions at t = 700 s for B (A = 1 and Qc = 10).
the bore and compare well with the results presented in [7]. On the other hand the relaxation scheme inA-Formulation
produced oscillations in the water level along with an increased velocity level but at the same time has calculated
correctly the movement of the sediment bore.
4.3. Test Problem 3
This test problem was also presented in [7] and it presents the case where the initial riverbed is discontinuous and
interacts slowly with the water ﬂow, i.e., we take A = 10−3, Qc = 10 and  = 0.4. The initial riverbed is given by
B(x, 0) =
{1 for 300x500,
0 else.
Results are presented in Figs. 14 and 15 at time t = 230, 000 s. Similar to the previous cases, the relaxation scheme in
A-Formulation produced oscillations and kinks in the unknowns alongwith an incorrect water level. The C-Formulation
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Fig. 14. Problem 3: numerical solutions at t = 230, 000 s for h + B and u (A = 10−3 and Qc = 10).
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Fig. 15. Problem 3: numerical solutions at t = 230, 000 s for B (A = 10−3 and Qc = 10).
of the relaxation scheme produced comparable results with those obtained with the Roe scheme without any oscillations
and with good shock capturing behavior for all variables for this long computational time. The riverbed elevation again
keeps its amplitude showing that the effects of the numerical diffusion are small.
5. The relaxation system in 2D
In this section we apply the relaxation scheme to 2D problems. Following from [17], Formulation A in 2D is given
as ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
h
uh
vh
B
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
t
+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
uh
hu2 + 12gh2
huv
p1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
x
+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
vh
huv
hv2 + 12gh2
p2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
y
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
−ghBx
−ghBy
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (38)
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while Formulation C as⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
h
uh
vh
B
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
t
+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
uh
hu2 + 12gh2 + ghB
huv
p1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
x
+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
vh
huv
hv2 + 12gh2 + ghB
p2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
y
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
gBhx
gBhy
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (39)
where now using the basic transport ﬂux we obtain, see [15,17],
p1(u, v) = Au(u2 + v2)(1/2)(m−1) and p2(u, v) = Av(u2 + v2)(1/2)(m−1), (40)
here u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are the velocities in the x and y direction.
For brevity, we will not make a complete presentation of the extension of the relaxation scheme in 2D here, details
can be found in [11]. The 2D computations are based on extending the 1D strategy. We will just present the 2D
relaxation model that corresponds to Eq. (19) for the 1D case. Considering the vector 2D conservation law, say for the
A-Formulation (29),
Ut + F(U)x + G(U)y = R(U); (x, y) ∈ R2, t > 0,
U(x, y, 0) = U0(x, y); (x, y) ∈ R2, (41)
with U,F(U) and G(U) ∈ R3 we introduce the relaxation variables V,W to (41), and the linear relaxation model in
2D reads as follows:⎡⎢⎣ UV
W
⎤⎥⎦
t
+
⎡⎢⎣ 0 I 0C2 0 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ UV
W
⎤⎥⎦
x
+
⎡⎢⎣ 0 0 I0 0 0
D2 0 0
⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ UV
W
⎤⎥⎦
y
= −1

⎡⎢⎣ 0(V − F(U)) + R˜(U)
(W − G(U)) + R˜(U)
⎤⎥⎦ , (42)
where
R˜(u) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
− ∫ x gh(s, y)B
x
(s, y) ds
0
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and R˜(u) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
0
− ∫ y gh(x, s)B
y
(x, s) ds
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
with C2 =diag{c21, c22, c23} and D2 =diag{d21 , d22 , d23 } being positive diagonal matrices. In the limit  → 0+ system (42)
approaches the original system (41) by the local equilibrium V=F(U)− R˜(U) and W=G(U)− R˜(u). The relaxation
system (42) has a typical semilinear structure with characteristic variables V±CU and W±DU. In the zero relaxation
limit we recover (41) provided the subcharacteristic condition
2i
c2i
+ 
2
i
d2i
1 ∀i = 1, 2, 3 (43)
holds, with i , i being the eigenvalues of F(U)/U and G(U)/U, respectively.
6. Numerical tests and results in 2D
In a 1000m × 1000m channel and following the same strategy as in 1D we use the “dummy” initial conditions
h∗(x, y, 0) = 10 − B(x, y, 0), u∗(x, y, 0) = Qc
h∗(x, y, 0)
, v∗(x, y, 0) = 0.
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Fig. 16. The real initial conditions for the 2D problems.
The initial riverbed is given by
B(x, y, 0) =
⎧⎨⎩ sin2
(

(x − 300)
200
)
sin2
(

(y − 400)
200
)
if 300x500, 400y600,
0 else.
The upstream boundary condition has a constant discharge Qc in the x direction and in all other boundaries we assume
free ﬂow conditions. To obtain the real initial conditions, the water ﬂow with the dummy initial conditions is iterated
to an equilibrium state, keeping the riverbed ﬁxed, with the use of the well-balanced 2D extension of the Roe scheme
[17] and by taking Qc = 10 for all problems, the real initial conditions obtained for the problem are presented in Fig.
16 and follow very closely the ones presented in [15].
In all the numerical results presented in this section we have used x = y = 20m, a CFL value equal to 0.5 and
we have applied the MM limiter.
6.1. Numerical results for the bed interacting slowly with the water ﬂow
Here we compare the relaxation scheme, for bothA and C formulations, in the case where the riverbed is interacting
slowly with the ﬂow (using A = 10−3) and in the sediment ﬂuxes (40) m = 3 with the porosity constant  = 0.4.
For this kind of problem the initial topography of the riverbed gradually changes into a star-shaped pattern, which
spreads out over in time. DeVriend in [12] derived an approximate solution for the angle of spread of this pattern when
the value of A< 10−2. The analytical approximation of this angle of spread,  is given by, see [16],
tan  = 3
√
3(m − 1)
9m − 1
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Fig. 17. The 2D problem (A = 10−3): A-Formulation, numerical solution at t = 100 h for B.
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Fig. 18. The 2D problem (A = 10−3): A-Formulation, numerical solution at t = 100 h for h + B and u.
and if m = 3 then
 = tan−1
(
3
√
3
13
)
= 21.7867893◦.
Results at t = 100 h for the A-Formulation are presented in Figs. 17 and 18 and for the C-Formulation in Figs. 19
and 20. Here the relaxation scheme for both formulations produced smooth results with a slightly different star-shaped
pattern for the spread. Both formulations produced smooth results that do not suffer from spurious oscillations.However,
both schemes have increased the total water level from the original value. This comes as a result of the considerable
amount of time steps required in order to reach the ﬁnal computational time of 100 h and the upstream boundary having
a constant discharge imposed in the x direction. Similar observations where also made in [16]. This increase in the
water level and the decrease in velocity u is more prominent for the result shown in Fig. 18 for the A-Formulation
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Fig. 19. The 2D problem (A = 10−3): C-Formulation, numerical solution at t = 100 h for B.
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Fig. 20. The 2D problem (A = 10−3): C-Formulation, numerical solution at t = 100 h for h + B and u.
than the one presented in Fig. 20 for the C-Formulation. We emphasize here that the relaxation schemes can be highly
optimized for vector computers because they are explicit procedures that do not require nonlinear solvers and contain
no recursive elements.
By considering level curves from the numerical results for B, in three different times, we present in Fig. 21 the
comparison of the approximate angle of spread, , and the curves, for both formulations.
6.2. Numerical results for the bed interacting quickly with the water ﬂow
Both formulations are tested here for the numerical approximation of the river bed interacting quickly with the water
ﬂow, i.e., A = 1 and results are presented at t = 500 s in Figs. 22–25.
Here both formulations produced smooth numerical results with no oscillations or kinks present. The star-shaped
patterns are slightly different for the two formulations. By comparing Figs. 22 and 24, we can see that the bed has
moved and spread slightly faster with formulation C than FormulationA. For this test and in both formulations the total
water height and velocity have remained close to the initial values, as it can be seen in Figs. 23 and 25. All the results
presented here are comparable with the ones in [16].
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Fig. 21. The angle of spread for the A-Formulation (left) and the C-Formulation (right).
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Fig. 22. The 2D problem (A = 1): A-Formulation, numerical solution at t = 500 s for B.
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Fig. 23. The 2D problem (A = 1): A-Formulation, numerical solution at t = 500 s for h + B and u.
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Fig. 24. The 2D problem (A = 1): C-Formulation numerical solution at t = 500 s for B.
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Fig. 25. The 2D problem (A = 1): C-Formulation, numerical solution at t = 500 s for h + B and u.
7. Conclusions
In this work we have focused on the development and performance of a numerical relaxation approximation to
the bed-level sediment transport, in one and two space dimensions. The mathematical models presented are relatively
simple but not trivial to solve and present a relatively ideal but conceptually important situation in morphodynamic
modeling. We compared the application of the second-order shock capturing nonoscillatory relaxation scheme applied
in two different formulations (A and C) of the model equations by using the unsteady coupled approach. We also
propose the use of a speciﬁc treatment for the inhomogeneous terms in the systems. In all the 1D test cases presented,
the C-Formulation produced stable nonoscillatory results, that compared very well with those produced by a modiﬁed
second-order Roe-type scheme. Only for the case of a large ﬂow velocity the relaxation approximation for the A-
Formulation produced smooth results, in all the ﬂow components. In all test cases presented the relaxation scheme
in C-Formulation was proven stable and robust for long time calculations producing accurate and comparable results
for small and relatively larger Froude numbers. This may be due to the re-writing of the source term present in the
momentum equation for the A-Formulation and including part of it in the ﬂux function for the C-Formulation. In two
dimensions both formulations produced smooth results but the C-Formulation again proved more reliable, especially
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in the case of slow interaction between the water ﬂow and the riverbed. Overall, the relaxation approximation of the
mathematical model in the C form has been proved more accurate and robust for short and long time calculations. In
multidimensions relaxation schemes can be highly optimized for vector computers since they do not require nonlinear
procedures and contain no recursive elements.
Having simplicity as its main advantage and the attractive feature that neither Riemann solvers nor characteristic
decomposition are in need, the relaxation scheme can be considered as an alternative for practical applications in
morphodynamic modeling. In particular, it is only necessary to provide the ﬂux functions and an estimate of the
characteristic speeds. As relaxation is in a sense a ﬂux approximation we expect to produce reasonable results for any
ﬂux function as long as the system remains hyperbolic. Adding more physical terms the present approach is likely to
be applicable then too and can be considered for further studies and development.
Appendix
We review here the ﬂux-limited version of the Roe scheme for the C-Formulation of the bed-load sediment transport
as presented in [15,16]. This ﬁnite volume discretization has the form
un+1i = uni − s(Fni+1/2 − Fni−1/2) + sRn
∗
i , (44)
where s = tn/x, uni ≈ u(xi, tn) is the numerical approximation, Fi+1/2 is the numerical ﬂux function and R∗i
contains the approximation of the source term.
The numerical ﬂux function is given by
Fni+1/2 =
1
2
(Fni+1 + Fni ) −
1
2
3∑
k=1
[a˜k|˜k|(1 − (k)(1 − |k|))e˜k]ni+1/2,
where
k = s˜k, k = (a˜k)I+1/2
(a˜k)i+1/2
, I = i − sgn(k)i+1/2,
and  is the limiter function. The Roe average values are given in Table 2.
The upwinded source term approximation is then given by
R∗i = R−i+1/2 + R+i−1/2,
Table 2
Roe average values for the C-Formulation
Eigenvalues solving: ˜
3 − 2u˜˜2 + [u˜2 − g(h˜ + B˜ + h˜d˜)] + gh˜u˜d˜ = 0
Eigenvectors: e˜k =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1
k
u˜2−g(h˜+B˜)+(˜k−2u˜)˜k
gh˜
⎤⎥⎥⎦
Wave strengths: a˜k = (˜a ˜b+g(h˜+B˜)−u˜2)+(2u˜−˜a−˜b)(uh)+gh˜B
(˜k−˜a )(˜k−˜b) ,
where a = k = b and (·) = (·)R − (·)L
Source term strengths: ˜k = gB˜(2u˜−˜a−˜b)h(˜k−˜a )(˜k−˜b) where a = k = b
Roe averages: u˜ =
√
hRuR+√hLuL√
hR+√hL , h˜ =
1
2 (hR + hL),
B˜ = 12 (BR + BL) and d˜ = A(u|u|
m−1)
(uh)−u˜h .
For m = 3 : d˜ = A(
√
hR+√hL)√
hLhR+√hRhL (u
2
R + uRuL + u2L)
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where
R±i+1/2 =
1
2
3∑
k=1
[˜k e˜k(1 ± sgn(˜k)(1 − (k)(1 − |k|)))]i+1/2,
and the values of ˜ are obtained from the decomposition
3∑
k=1
˜k e˜k =
⎡⎢⎣ 0−g2 B˜(hi+1 − hi)
0
⎤⎥⎦ .
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